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Abstract

In this study, Leverage Based Near Neighbour-Robust Weighted Least Squares (LBNN-RWLS) method is proposed in order to estimate the standard error accurately in the presence of heteroscedastic errors and outliers in multiple linear regression. The data sets used in this study are simulated through monte carlo simulation. The data sets contain heteroscedastic errors and different percentages of outliers with different sample sizes. The study discovered that LBNN-RWLS is able to produce smaller standard errors compared to Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Least Trimmed of Squares (LTS) and Weighted Least Squares (WLS). This shows that LBNN-RWLS can estimate the standard error accurately even when heteroscedastic errors and outliers are present in the data sets.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Outliers are defined as extreme observations in data sets. The presence of outliers can dramatically change the magnitude of regression coefficient and even the direction of coefficient sign (from positive to negative or vice versa). Outliers have adverse effect on ordinary least squares (OLS) method. Furthermore, the estimates obtained from OLS in data sets that contain outliers are not efficient and may cause swamping and masking effect [1]. This will make the results that are obtained from OLS to be no longer reliable.

Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) proposed the use of robust statistics in standard error and parameter estimations [2]. Robust statistics are able to provide reliable results even when the outliers are present in the data sets. Least Trimmed of Squares (LTS) is a robust statistic that has a high breakdown point of 50%.
Therefore, LTS can be considered as effective and efficient robust statistics as recommended by Ryan [3].

Heteroscedastic errors occur when the variance of errors for a data sets are not constant. Furthermore, heteroscedastic errors will also produce bias in the estimation of parameter and lead to inaccurate data analysis results. Heteroscedastic errors can also cause the hypothesis testing to fail. Weighted Least Squares (WLS) has been used to solve the heteroscedasticity problem. However, the problem becomes more complicated when both of the heteroscedastic errors and outliers are present in the data sets. Currently, there are no reliable methods to solve both problems effectively and efficiently [4].

In this study, Leverage Based Near Neighbour-Robust Weighted Least Squares (LBNN-RWLS) is proposed in order to estimate parameters reliably when the data sets contain outliers and heteroscedastic errors in multiple linear regression. The performances of LBNN-RWLS have been investigated using simulated data with heteroscedastic errors and different percentages of outliers with different sample size.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Near-Neighbour Group

Near-Neighbour Method was proposed by Montgomery et al. in 2001 to estimate a heteroscedastic model [6]. In this method, the several near-neighbour data were grouped by explanatory variables X. The group mean would represent the explanatory variable X and the variance Y are regressed corresponding to group mean of X. However this method is only valid on simple linear regression. So in this paper, the idea is extended to multiple linear regression.

2.2 Huber Weight Function

Huber function is the most widely used weight function which can be used for damping the influence of outlying cases [6].

Huber weight function is defined as:

\[ w = \begin{cases} 
1 & \left| e_i \right| \leq 1.345 \\
\frac{1.345}{\left| e_i \right|} & \left| e_i \right| > 1.345 
\end{cases} \]

Where \( w \) denotes the weight, \( e_i \) denotes the scaled residual and 1.345 is the turning constant. The Huber function is believed to be capable of making the weighted least squares procedure 95% efficient for data generated by normal error regression model [6].

2.3 Leverage Based Near Neighbour – Robust Weight Least Squares (LBNN-RWLS)

LBNN-RWLS which is the combination of Leverage Based Near-Neighbour and Robust Weighted Least Squares is used to handle heteroscedastic errors and outliers simultaneously in multiple linear regression. In this paper, the use of LBNN-RWLS will be demonstrated to solve heteroscedastic errors and outliers simultaneously in multiple linear regression.

The algorithm for LBNN-RWLS can be defined as:

1. Finding the near-neighbour
   - Compute the leverage value for the explanatory variables (diagonal matrix \((h_{ij})\))
   - Correspond the \( h_{ii} \) with \( y_i \) and \( x_{ij} \), where \( i = 1,2,...,n; j = 1,2,...,p \).
   - Sort \( h_{ii} \) from smaller to larger, carrying along \( y_i \) and \( x_{ij} \)
   - Cluster the nearby leverage \( h_{ii} \), and obtain the \( Y_{(i)k} \) and \( X_{(i)jk} \) where \( (i) = 1,2,...,g; j = 1,2,...,p \), where \( p \) is the number of parameters and \( k = 1,2,...,n_i \), where \( n_i \) is the number of observations for each cluster.

2. Determining the weight
   - After forming the \( Y_{(i)k} \) and \( X_{(i)jk} \) groups, calculate \( Med(X_{(i)}, j = 1,2,...,g) \) and \( \{Y_{(i)} = Median(Y_i - Median(Y_j))\} \).
   - Regress \( \{MAD(Y_j)\}^2 \) on \( Med(X_{(i)}) \) by LTS and compute the regression coefficient.
   - Calculate the fitted value \( y(\hat{y}) \) based on the variable \( X \)'s by using the regression coefficients obtained by using LTS.
   - Define the weight value according to
     i. \( W_{1i} = \frac{1}{|\hat{y}|} \)
     ii. \( W_{2i} = \frac{1}{1.345 + \frac{1.345}{|\hat{y}|}} \)

   where 1.345 is the turning constant for Huber weight function
   iii. Final weight

3. Heteroscedasticity corrections
   - Perform the WLS by using the weight values obtained in step 2.
   - Use the regression coefficients obtained by WLS to estimate the parameters and standard error.

2.4 Data Simulation

The performance of LBNN-RWLS is investigated by using data simulated through the Monte Carlo simulation.

The multiple linear regression model of the simulated data set is as follow:

\[ y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_{1i} + \beta_2 x_{2i} + \beta_3 x_{3i} + \epsilon_i \]

Where
\( \beta_0 = 10, \beta_1 = 2, \beta_2 = 2.5, \) and \( \beta_3 = 3. \) The numerical values for \( \beta \) can be chosen ambiguously.

\( x_{1i} \) is uniformly distributed in \([0,1]\), \( x_{2i} \) is normally distributed in \([0,1]\), and \( x_{3i} \) is from chi square distribution \([n, n-1]\) with sample sizes 30, 60, and 120 respectively. In order to generate heteroscedastic errors, \( \varepsilon_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma_j^2) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) and \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, g \) where \( g \) is the number of error groups in each corresponding \( j \). In this paper, three sample sizes of 30, 60, and 120 which are kept fixed over repeated samples.

The random errors are simulated in two ways as shown below:

Group A: In group A, the heteroscedastic errors are categorized into 10 per group.

For generating 30 random errors, third ten-random-errors were generated from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3 \). For generating 60 random errors, six ten-random-errors was generated from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3,4,5,6 \) whereas for generating 120 random errors, twelfth ten-random-errors were generated from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 \).

Group B: In group B, the heteroscedastic errors are categorized into 3 groups.

For generating 30 random errors, the random errors of \( \frac{n}{3} \) were generating from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3 \). While For generating 60 random errors, the random errors of \( \frac{n}{3} \) were generated from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3,4,5,6 \). whereas for generated 120 random errors, random errors of \( \frac{n}{3} \) were generated from \( N(0,k) \) where \( k=1,2,3,4,5,6 \).
### 3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Results

Table 1 Standard errors for different estimation techniques and different types of data sets for Group A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Clean data</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 0% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 5% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 10% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 15% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 20% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 25% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 30% outliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.0400 × 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.1370</td>
<td>150.6000</td>
<td>213.1000</td>
<td>277.1000</td>
<td>312.7000</td>
<td>357.4000</td>
<td>358.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>7.9200 × 10^{-6}</td>
<td>1.1700</td>
<td>1.1680</td>
<td>1.1680</td>
<td>1.8810</td>
<td>2.2270</td>
<td>2.3570</td>
<td>2.5380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>0.2173</td>
<td>12.3131</td>
<td>14.5168</td>
<td>19.8223</td>
<td>21.5038</td>
<td>28.4616</td>
<td>23.2357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.4329</td>
<td>0.4535</td>
<td>0.1551</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>1.7649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>3.0510 × 10^{-5}</td>
<td>4.2320</td>
<td>153.9000</td>
<td>180.8000</td>
<td>938.0000</td>
<td>970.6000</td>
<td>1038.0000</td>
<td>1406.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>3.1000 × 10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.1160</td>
<td>1.9820</td>
<td>2.2850</td>
<td>2.7260</td>
<td>3.1390</td>
<td>3.5120</td>
<td>3.9410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>0.3178</td>
<td>10.5067</td>
<td>12.2964</td>
<td>43.2757</td>
<td>44.2954</td>
<td>43.9348</td>
<td>46.4542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.0773</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.2508</td>
<td>0.5950</td>
<td>0.8233</td>
<td>0.1744</td>
<td>0.2068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>3.0770 × 10^{-6}</td>
<td>7.0100</td>
<td>387.8000</td>
<td>541.0000</td>
<td>613.7000</td>
<td>699.6000</td>
<td>745.0000</td>
<td>779.3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0982</td>
<td>0.3681</td>
<td>27.2163</td>
<td>27.7821</td>
<td>23.5381</td>
<td>27.7427</td>
<td>28.5495</td>
<td>29.7944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.4482</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
<td>0.5219</td>
<td>0.4786</td>
<td>0.8614</td>
<td>0.9721</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.9881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Standard errors for different estimation techniques and different types of data sets for Group B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Clean data</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 0% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 5% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 10% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 15% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 20% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 25% outliers</th>
<th>Heteroscedastic error + 30% outliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.0400 × 10^{-06}</td>
<td>2.1370</td>
<td>150.6000</td>
<td>213.1000</td>
<td>277.1000</td>
<td>312.7000</td>
<td>357.4000</td>
<td>358.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>7.9200 × 10^{-06}</td>
<td>1.1700</td>
<td>1.1680</td>
<td>1.1680</td>
<td>1.8810</td>
<td>2.2270</td>
<td>2.3570</td>
<td>2.5380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>0.2173</td>
<td>12.3131</td>
<td>14.5168</td>
<td>19.8223</td>
<td>21.5038</td>
<td>28.4616</td>
<td>23.2357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.4329</td>
<td>0.4535</td>
<td>0.1551</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>1.7649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>3.0510 × 10^{-05}</td>
<td>2.007</td>
<td>152.7</td>
<td>192.4</td>
<td>212.9</td>
<td>236.5</td>
<td>282.3</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>3.1000 × 10^{-05}</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>1.614</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.856</td>
<td>2.272</td>
<td>2.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>0.162667</td>
<td>10.4426</td>
<td>12.7906</td>
<td>13.795</td>
<td>15.30481</td>
<td>17.30314</td>
<td>33.49464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
<td>0.009884</td>
<td>0.0106149</td>
<td>0.013883</td>
<td>0.01618</td>
<td>0.021732</td>
<td>0.436676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>3.0770 × 10^{-08}</td>
<td>1.9770</td>
<td>216.9000</td>
<td>273.5000</td>
<td>316.4000</td>
<td>386.4000</td>
<td>491.5000</td>
<td>442.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>3.3850 × 10^{-08}</td>
<td>1.3970</td>
<td>1.6080</td>
<td>1.6900</td>
<td>1.7970</td>
<td>1.9330</td>
<td>2.3130</td>
<td>2.0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLS</td>
<td>0.0982</td>
<td>7.6202</td>
<td>10.3464</td>
<td>13.3173</td>
<td>15.0084</td>
<td>23.1686</td>
<td>21.4723</td>
<td>20.1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBNN-RWLS</td>
<td>0.4482</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0169</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Discussions

Table 1 shows the standard errors that are obtained from sample sizes 30, 60 and 120 where the percentages of outliers are 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%. There are 10 heteroscedastic errors per group. Table 1 shows that the standard errors for the data sets increase as the sample sizes increase. This is because as the samples size increase, the variations of heteroscedastic errors increase. Therefore, the effect of heteroscedastic errors increase as the samples size increases.

From the table, OLS is show to be the best method for the clean data implies that the data did not contain any outliers and heteroscedastic errors. However the standard errors of the parameter estimates of OLS gets larger as the percentage of outliers and heteroscedastic errors increase in the data sets.

LTS and WLS performed much better than OLS in the presence of outliers and heteroscedastic errors. However, the results obtained by LTS and WLS also larger when there are outliers and heteroscedastic errors in the data sets. Therefore, LTS and WLS did not perform when there are outliers and heteroscedastic errors occur in the data sets.

The results obtained from LBNN-RWLS show that it can perform well when there are outliers and heteroscedastic errors in the data sets. However, the standard errors that are obtained from LBNN-RWLS are larger in the clean data. As the percentage of the outliers increase and there are heteroscedastic errors in the data sets, the standard errors that are obtained by LBNN-RWLS is smaller compared to OLS, LTS and WLS. Therefore, LBNN-RWLS estimates have better performed compared to estimate from other methods where outliers and heteroscedastic errors exits in data sets.

Table 2 shows the standard errors that are obtained for sample sizes 30, 60 and 120 where the percentage of outliers are 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30% for the data of group B. The heteroscedastic errors are categorized into 3 groups. As in Table 1, OLS is the most performing method in clean data and it produces bias when the percentage of outliers and heteroscedastic errors increase in the data sets. LTS and WLS did not performed well when the percentage of outliers increases and there are heteroscedastic errors in the data sets. Meanwhile LBNN-RWLS performed very well compared to the other methods when there are outliers and heteroscedastic errors in the data sets.

Table 1 and Table 2 present the standard errors that are obtained from different methods such as OLS, LTS, WLS and LBNN-RWLS with different types of data sets. The results show that the standard errors of OLS get larger as the heteroscedastic errors and the percentage of outliers increase in the data sets. Furthermore when the sample size increases, the standard errors obtained from OLS also getting larger. Least Trimmed of Squares also did not perform well when there are heteroscedastic errors and outliers in the data set. The standard errors that are obtained from LTS get large when there are heteroscedastic errors and the percentage of outliers increase. Similarly the standard errors from WLS show that when the heteroscedastic and percentage of outliers increase, it also increases. Therefore, WLS also did not perform well too when heteroscedastic errors and outliers are present in the data sets.

However, the LBNN-RWLS performed the best compared to OLS, LTS and WLS when there are heteroscedastic errors and outliers in the data sets. Furthermore, LBNN-RWLS also performed well when the outliers and heteroscedastic errors are presented even the percentage of outliers and sample size increase in data sets.

In addition, Table 2 shows the smaller standard errors results compared to Table 1. This is because the variation of heteroscedasticity for Group A data set is larger compared to Group B data sets. The effect of heteroscedastic errors in Group A is bigger than that in Group B which lead to more bias in estimation. However, LBNN-RWLS is able to produce smaller standard errors in both Group A and Group B.

Thus, LBNN-RWLS is a more reliable method compared to OLS, LTS and WLS when there are heteroscedasticity errors and outliers in the multiple linear regression method.

4.0 CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the performance of LBNN-RWLS estimates in the presence of heteroscedastic errors and outliers. From the results obtained from a simulation study, LBNN-RWLS estimators performed the best compared to OLS, LTS and WLS estimators especially the data contains high percentage of outliers and heteroscedastic errors with large sample size. Therefore, LBNN-RWLS can be concluded to be a reliable and efficient method in estimating the parameters in the presence of heteroscedastic errors and outliers in multiple linear regression.
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